Welcome to the ECI-system
We celebrate 25 years of the Environmental
Change Institute, an ‘ecosystem’ of over 90
researchers and 70 graduate students.

On 1 October 1991 the Environmental Change Institute (then Environmental Change
Unit) opened its doors at the University of Oxford for the very first time. Over the
ensuing years the ECI has flourished, becoming a pioneering force at the frontier of
interdisciplinary environmental research, education and outreach.
Unfold to discover the evolution of the ECI-system, from Professor Andrew Goudie’s
original idea, through to the vibrant and dynamic research institute where we find
ourselves today. Go to www.eci.ox.ac.uk/ecisystem to watch the ECI-system come to
life in an animation, and find out more about the featured people and projects.

2005 | Reducing Emissions In UK Housing Sector

2013-2015 | New food systems research grows

The ECI launches the 40% House report - how to reduce emissions in the UK housing
sector by 60% - at the Royal Society in London, receiving widespread media coverage.

Dr John Ingram joins ECI to set up its new Food Systems Programme. New projects include
Transmango (2014-2018) research into the effects of the global drivers of change on European
and global food demand, the TempAg network (established 2015) for International Sustainable
Temperate Agriculture, and The Local Nexus project (2015-17) ‘building sustainable local
nexuses of food energy and water: from smart engineering to shared prosperity’.

2005 | A generous benefaction and a move of home
The ECI benefits from Oxford’s largest benefaction from Dr James Martin, to set up the Oxford
Martin School. This funding enables a series of research fellowships on climate governance.
In the same year, the ECI moves home to the Oxford University Centre for the Environment
(OUCE) with colleagues from the School of Geography and the Environment.

2014 | New Sustainability Internship Programme
www.eci.ox.ac.uk/internship/index.html

The ECI launches a new Sustainability Internship Programme offering Oxford students
sustainability training and work placements.

2006 | Coordination Of Amazonian Forest
Monitoring Network

2014 | IPCC science

The ECI takes over the coordination of the network for advancing science in Amazonia
with the appointment of ECI’s Statutory Professor, Yadvinder Malhi.

Scientists from ECI contribute as lead authors in the 5th Intergovernmental Panel of
Climate Change (IPCC) Assessment reports in all three working groups.

2006 | GECAFS

2014 | ECI research impact

The ECI is selected to host the Global Environmental Change and Food Systems
programme.

ECI case studies submitted to the Research Excellence Framework (REF2014) included
those of Roger Street, Director of UKCIP, for “enabling climate adaptation in the UK
and internationally”; Ecosystems Research Programme Leader Professor Yadvinder
Malhi, for “providing the evidence base for conserving tropical forests” through its
REDD+ research project amongst others; and Energy Research Programme Leader
Professor Nick Eyre, for “shaping UK energy efficiency policy”.

2007 | Climate Change & The Fate Of The Amazon
Podcasts are available at www.eci.ox.ac.uk/events/amazon/

The ECI hosts an international conference on climate change and the fate of the Amazon,
leading to major paper in the journal Science and a thematic issue of the Philosophical
Transactions of the Royal Society.

2014 | MaRIUS
www.mariusdroughtproject.org

2008 - 2021 | CCAFS

Following the 2011-2012 UK drought experience, the ECI received NERC funding to explore
how best to manage future droughts through its MaRIUS project (Managing the Risks,
Impacts and Uncertainties of drought and water Scarcity).

The ECI leads the Scenarios Component of a ten-year research initiative on climate
change, agriculture and food security (CCAFS). CCAFS is officially launched in 2011
by the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research and ‘Future Earth’.

2014 | World Weather Attribution

2008 | Tackling The Government On Fuel Poverty

wwa.climatecentral.org

Dr Brenda Boardman makes witness statement in Judicial Review against the UK
Government for failing to meet its legal requirements to eradicate fuel poverty under
the Warm Homes and Energy Conservation Act 2003.

The World Weather Attribution (WWA) project is designed to sharpen and accelerate
the scientific community’s ability to analyse and communicate the possible influence of
climate change on extreme-weather events.

2009 | Breakthrough Ideas For The 21st Century

2014 | Megafauna

ECI ideas are selected for the Sustainable Development Commission’s event:
“Breakthroughs for the 21st Century” and presented to Prince Charles.

www.eci.ox.ac.uk/events/2014/megafauna-conference/index.html

The international conference “Megafauna and Ecosystem Function: From the
Pleistocene to the Anthropocene” looks at causes and impacts of Megafaunal loss, and
Megafauna and ecosystem function in the Anthropocene.

2009 | 4 Degrees and Beyond

podcasts.ox.ac.uk/series/4-degrees-and-beyond-international-climate-conference

Discover the University of Oxford’s
Environmental Change Institute

The journey so far: in pictures
Follow the ECI’s timeline and find out more
about the people and projects featured overleaf
1991 | The Beginning
On 14 February 1991, the Environmental Change Unit (ECU) was launched with
generous support from IBM UK Trust, Cohen Foundation, Dulverton Trust,
Environment Now, Merton College and hundreds of Oxford alumni. On 1 October
1991, the ECU opened its doors for the first time.

1991 | The ECU makes headlines
The Times writes that ‘Oxford leaps to the forefront of green studies’ at news of the
ECU’s launch.

1992 | First Achievements
ECU’s first research report is published: Climate change and vulnerable places: global
food security and country studies in Zimbabwe, Kenya, Senegal and Chile, and generates
The Times headline ‘Climate shift puts 360m more at famine risk’.

1993 | First Fellow In Energy Efficiency
The UK’s first Fellow in Energy Efficiency, Dr Brenda Boardman, publishes ECU’s first energy
report: DECADE: 2MtC – a guide to saving 2 million tonnes of carbon in the UK.

1993 | NATO Conference
The ECU hosts “Climate Change and World Food Security”, a NATO conference that
identified the agricultural vulnerability of local populations to climate change.

1994 | A New MSc Course Is Formed
www.eci.ox.ac.uk/MSc

New MSc in Environmental Change and Management begins, led by Dr John Boardman,
and rapidly becomes Oxford’s most popular graduate science course.

1995 | Hosting Influential Events
The ECU hosts “Transport and the environment: the great debate”, led by UK Secretary
of State for Transport, with 500 delegates from organisations across the UK.
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1997 | ECU hosts UK Climate Impacts Programme
www.ukcip.org.uk

The UK Government appoints the ECU to host the UK Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP)
– the first of its kind in the world - and it publishes their first report on regional climate change
impact and response studies in East Anglia and North-West England.

1998 - 2005 | REGIS

The Trapnell family fund the Trapnell Fellowship in African Terrestrial Ecology, ECI’s
first permanently endowed post, as a flagship for Oxford’s considerable activities in
researching the African environment.

2001 | Environmental Science & Policy Journal
The first edition of the ECI-edited Environmental Science and Policy journal is published
by Elsevier in May.

2002 | Climateprediction.net
Climateprediction.net is launched, thanks to NERC funding. Climateprediction.net runs
climate modelling experiments using the home computers of thousands of volunteers, to help
answer important and difficult questions about how climate change is affecting our world

2002 | UK Energy Research Centre
The ECI becomes a founding partner in the UK Energy Research Centre (UKERC) and
becomes conference programme host through the Meeting Place, which in its first year
hosts a G8 energy conference of 200 international delegates.

2004 | Member Of The Tyndall Centre

www.happimip.org

ECI researchers launch HAPPI (Half a degree Additional warming, Prognosis and
Projected Impacts) to undertake urgent research “on the impacts of global warming of
1.5°C above pre-industrial levels”.

2016 | ITRC MISTRAL
www.itrc.org.uk

Phase 2 of the Infrastructure Transitions Research Consortium, MISTRAL (Multi-scale
InfraSTRucture systems anALytics) is launched. Its aim is to expand the scale and reach
of its NISMOD system-of-systems modelling platform and database globally.

2011 | New Director & Infrastructure research
www.itrc.org.uk

2016 | Meeting the challenges of Paris

Professor Jim Hall takes over as Director of the ECI. He brings with him the £4.7m
Infrastructure Transitions Research Consortium (ITRC). ITRC aims to inform strategic
infrastructure planning using NISMOD (National Infrastructure Systems MODel), the
UK’s first national infrastructure system-of-systems modelling platform and database.

www.1point5degrees.org.uk

The ECI conference “1.5 Degrees: Meeting the Challenges of the Paris Agreement” brings
together researchers, policy makers, businesses and members of civil society to understand
the impacts of warming of 1.5 °C above pre-industrial levels, assess the feasibility of meeting
the Paris Climate Agreement, and to contribute evidence for the IPCC’s 2018 Special Report.

2012 | GEM
gem.tropicalforests.ox.ac.uk

The Global Ecosystem Monitoring network (GEM) works across three continents to
measure and understand forest ecosystem functions and traits, and how these will
respond to climate change.

What’s next?

Keep in touch and play a part in the ECI
and the planet’s future.

2012 | Planet Under Pressure
The ECI coordinates Oxford University’s presence at London’s “Planet under Pressure”
conference - the world’s largest gathering of experts to provide scientific leadership for
the UN Summit, “Rio +20” later in the year.

2013-2016 | ECOLIMITS
www.ecolimits.org

ECI researchers participate in the ECOLIMITS consortium project, looking at ecosystem
services, degradation and links to poverty in the cocoa farm and landscape around Kakum
National Park, Ghana, and the coffee growing landscape of south-western Ethiopia.

2013 | ECI Becomes Part Of NERC Doctoral
Training Programme

A conference on consumer energy-awareness in lights and appliances is organised by the ECU.

1996 | Effective Fundraising

2004 -2012 | FRMRC

2013 | Outstanding research impact

The interdisciplinary Flood Risk Management Research Consortium (FRMRC) was the
largest consortium of UK universities and other organisations undertaking research in
flood risk science.

The citizen science climateprediction.net project is awarded runner up in the
‘Outstanding research impact’ category of the Guardian University Awards Ideas Bank.

The ECU is awarded £1m from the European Commission to lead Europe’s largest
network on climate change and agriculture.

2016 | HAPPI

www.piliogroup.com

Under the new Directorship of Professor Diana Liverman, the ECI becomes part of the
Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research and coordinates a work programme on
international action on climate change.

1995 | Greening the Kitchen

The ECI’s food research programme leads an Innovative Food Systems Teaching and Learning
(IFSTAL) programme, which addresses the urgent need for a workforce skilled in food
systems thinking through its online learning community and interactive resources.

Professor Andrew Goudie, ECI’s founder, delivers his final lecture to ECI students, who
include Indonesian environmental leader and ECM graduate Yuyun Ismawati, recipient
of the first Ancora Foundation Graduate Fellowship.

The ECI’s first commercial spin-out company, Pilio, is launched, promoting savings of
up to 40% on energy bills through building energy management. Clients include the
Church of England and Royal Albert Hall.

2000 | A New Trapnell Fellowship

www.ifstal.ac.uk

2010 | MSc funding firsts and final lectures

1999 - 2006 | MONARCH

The ECU changes name to Environmental Change Institute (ECI) in recognition of its
role in promoting Oxford’s environmental work.

2015 | IFSTAL

CLimate change Integrated assessment Methodology for cross-Sectoral Adaptation and
Vulnerability in Europe (Climsave) investigated climate change impact and adaptation
options on a regional and continental scale, looking at the cross-sectoral interactions between
agriculture, forests, biodiversity, coasts, water resources, urban development and transport.

2011 | Energy management with scientific integrity

1999 | Environmental Change Unit Is Renamed

A new report by ECI and the Global Water Partnership shows floods, droughts and a lack of
investment in providing reliable water supplies is dragging down the global economy.

2010-2013 | Climsave

Regional Integrated Assessment of Climate Change Impacts in the North West and East
Anglia (REGIS) is funded £320K by DEFRA to assess impacts, adaptation to impacts
and policy responses to climate change.

MONARCH (Modelling Natural Resource Responses to Climate Change), an investigation
into the impacts of climate change on the natural conservation resources, begins work.

2015 | Major Report On Water Security

The ECI hosts a major international conference and a side event at the 2009 UNFCCC
COP conference in Copenhagen on the implications of 4°C of climate change, which
leads to papers in Nature and the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society.

The ECI benefits from Oxford University’s successful application to join the NERC Doctoral
Training Programme, one of 15 Universities to be awarded funds amounting to £10m.

Changing the future

CHANGING
THE
FUTURE
A STRATEGY FOR THE
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE INSTITUTE

www.eci.ox.ac.uk/about

2016

Read the ECI’s strategy, outlining the
scale of the environmental challenge
we face and the ECI’s response.

We are the ECI

Follow us for news
Follow us on twitter @ecioxford
and on facebook at facebook.com/
EnvironmentalChangeInstitute.

E-Newsletter
www.eci.ox.ac.uk/about

www.eci.ox.ac.uk/weci

Join our mailing list online.

Meet some of the people who have
played a part in the ECI.

Join ONE
www.one.ox.ac.uk

Alumni
Keep in touch and keep us posted
on life after the ECI via the ‘Oxford
ECI Alumni’ facebook group. For
alumni news and events go to
www.geog.ox.ac.uk/alumni.

Join Oxford Networks for the
Environment (ONE) for the latest
events and news of Biodiversity,
Climate, Energy, Food and Water
research at the University of Oxford.

Work with us
www.eci.ox.ac.uk/vacancies
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